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A Place Not Included in the Scope of Special Environmental
Protection Area: Kaz Da lar  (Mount Ida)
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Abstract: To make the necessary arrangements to secure the countrywide and worldwide ecologically important
areas, which are sensitive to environmental pollution and degradation and to ensure that natural beauties reach
future generations, “Special Environmental Protection Area” offers permanent solutions in terms of
environmentalism. The objective of this study is to put forward the necessity of including Mount Ida in the
scope of “Special Environmental Protection Area” for protecting Mount Ida from the dangers faced. Mount Ida,
which is located within the boundaries of Turkey, constitutes the field of this study. In Mount Ida, which is one
of the most important 5 centers of Turkey in terms of its characteristics, 906 plant taxa, out of which 43 are
endemic and 78 are rare, that belong to 101 families live and also it hosts a rich fauna. The materials of this study
consist of site-specific elements that constitute the subject of the research and examination of the geography,
travel observations, existing numerical data, the articles on the subject and other written and visual sources.
Regional approach has been taken into account as the method of research. As a result, it has been determined
that scientist and people with different backgrounds, who work on Mount Ida for integration of biological
values and socio-cultural values that effect it with management plans, came together and made serious studies.
Ecosystem on Mount Ida is on a very sensitive balance. Nevertheless, it is one of the significant vegetation
areas that largely maintained the naturalness in Turkey. 20.935 ha of Mount Ida are under protection as a
Natural Park. This means, the entire Mount Ida is not a National Park. National park area being under protection
does not make this region’s ecosystem functioning sustainable. It has been observed that rapid increase of
mining industry, presence of thermal energy production plants and activities such as tourism events, in the area
cause serious damages on the ecosystem of Mount Ida. Therefore, it is essential to take control of mining
activities in the mountains of Ida and declare as “Special Environmental Protection Area”.
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INTRODUCTION ecological and economic values it hosts. The continuity

Natural wealth is the world’s most important asset. this region, plants, wildlife and waters is the Mount Ida.
When growing pressure of population, expansion of Mount Ida has been the subject of many researchers’
residential areas and nutritional problems are taken into studies because of its physical and social characteristics.
account, these asset areas are gradually limited and even Some examples of these are [1-15]. Each of them
this wealth disappears. This situation, on the other hand, addressed specific features of Mount Ida and mentioned
reveals the requirement to protect  natural  wealth. various problems. Even in some studies, various critics
National and international organizations related to have been made  regarding  protection  of  Mount  Ida.
protection are fighting to minimize the mentioned damages The subject pointed out in this research, which has been
all around the world. This is the responsibility of both prepared as a supplement to these studies, brings along
individuals and organizations for the world we live. a very important as well as an effective solution to the

Mount Ida, which is one of the most important assets problems. The following two questions standing out
of our country, is one of the most original life sources of constitute the objective of this study. In this study,
the earth because of the historical, social, cultural, answers to the following questions shall be sought;

guarantee of existence of thousands of people living in
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Fig. 1: Location of Mount Ida and surroundings [8]

Why has not Mount Ida been announced as National communicate with other disciplines. Regional
Park as a whole? examinations form the best contribution to geographical
Given the characteristics of Mount Ida, why has not planning, studies for the future and technological
it been included in the scope of “special assessments" [16]. The subject will be evaluated within
environmental protection area”?

Work Area: Mathematical location of Mount Ida is
between 39°30’ - 39°50’ north latitude and 26°15’ - 26°35’
east longitude. It is in the northwest of Turkey, along the
north coast of Gulf of Edremit. South and east of the
approximately 1000 Km  Mountain mass is in Bal kesir,2

west and north is within the boundaries of Çanakkale
(Figure.1.).

MATERIAL AND METHOD

In this study, site-specific elements that constitute
the subject of examination and research of the geography,
travel observations, existing numerical data, the articles
on the subject and other written and visual sources have
been evaluated. Turkish books of maps are the other
materials of this study.

For the sake of protecting existing values of Mount
Ida, not extending the boundaries of the national park and
not including Mount Ida in the “special environmental
protection area” constitute the problem of the study.
Method of the study is regional approach understanding.
"Regional examinations create an important way to

the framework of the defined problem and concluded with
solutions. The paradigm and universe of the study are
limited to Mount Ida as seen in Figure.1.

Findings
Ecosystem Characteristics of Mount Ida
Geomorphological Characteristics: Reaching 1776 m
height, Mount Ida is split narrowly and deeply by rivers.
Analysis of Mount Ida shows that different rock/main
material units of different periods exist in Biga Peninsula,
where Mount Ida is located, from Paleozoic to present
day. Presence of these rock units belonging to different
geological times and eras is because of Mount Ida and
surroundings being active in terms of ground movements
[13]. At the same time, material samples of volcanic
topography such as lava, dyke, seams, etc. can be seen in
the region [17]. There are metamorphic rocks covering
Paleozoic-Triassic period  in  the  core  of  Mount  Ida.
The rocks in the core section consist of amphibolite
schist, gneiss,  gabbro,  quartzite  and  quartzite  schist.
On top of this come phyllite, especially clay schist and
crystallized limestone. Moreover, granites that are depth
rocks and peridotite-sepertine masses that form the old
ocean shell have been inserted in the mass of Mount Ida
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shattered during the ground movements. In Tertiary, According to 21 reasons of floristic richness and
collapsing materials around Mount Ida was covered with quaintness of the mountain are;
the lake and clay, calcareous and sandy material
precipitated in the lake environment. During Upper Being at the intersection point of Euro-Siberian,
Miocene  and   Lower   Pliocene    periods,   Edremit Mediterranean and Irano-Turanian phytogeographic
graben lying along the south of Mount Ida  was  formed. zones,
In addition, hot water springs, like in Güre, exist along the Sudden rise of northern and western slopes at the
fault lines that caused formation of Edremit Peninsula [13]. sea level up to 1750 meters,

Climate: Different climate types are seen in Mount Ida as deep valleys,
and surroundings. Thermal regime of the Mediterranean Richness in terms of bedrock and other
climate is effective in the southern part of Mount Ida. geomorphological structures (canyon, etc.).
Annual average temperature is 16°C. The hottest month
is July with an average temperature of 26,2°C. The lowest In terms of plants specific to this mountain range,
average temperature is 7,1°C in January. While annual Mount Ida is among the first 5 rich mountains of Turkey
rainfall is 667 mm in Edremit meteorology station, rainfall [21].
is increasing in this region in vertical direction. While Major plant communities in Mount Ida and their
winter precipitation constitutes half of the total annual characteristics are as follows: The horizontal and vertical
rainfall, summers are arid [18]. climate variability in this region is reflected to the

Northern slopes of Mount Ida are under  the vegetation as diversities seen in short distances. Biga
influence of humid moderate climate conditions of Black peninsula is the transition area of Holarctic realm between
Sea. In these slopes, where cool northern wind is Paleo-boreal Europe Section and Mediterranean Region in
effective, plant diversity is more than southern slopes terms of flora origin. Flora of Biga Peninsula is
[19]. Mount Ida mass is the area that receives regional rain characterized by the transition between leaved and mixed
the most by blocking the fronts from south and north. forests of mid-zone and Subtropical leather-leaved ones

Soil Characteristics: In Mount Ida, soils formed due to the mountainous areas) [22]. In the study of 23 regarding
the effect of climate: There are red-colored Mediterranean spread of orchids in the northern area of Mount Ida, in the
soil and acid reaction soil in the areas of black pine region within the territory of Çanakkale city (including the
forests, especially on the slopes facing north [13]. Gallipoli Peninsula), there are 50 taxa of 14 genera, 47

In the alluvial coastal plains, where groundwater level species. In Çan district, presence of 35 taxa belonging to
is high, hydromorphic soil is encountered. Colluvial soils 10 genera is indicated. Dry forests of Biga Peninsula:
developed along the slopes  of  inclining  hillsides  are calabrian pine (Pinus brutia), black pine (Pinus nigra),
rich in nutrients. Rendzinas developing on limestone and varieties of oak (Quercus cerris, Quercus infectoria,
marls of neogene on the field are not common on the Quercus ithaburensis), wild pear (Pyrus alaagrifolia),
southern slope of Mount Ida. On the  southern  slopes, Crataegus monogyna, juniperus oxycedrus and Prunus
non-calcareous brown forest soil is seen on the limeless spinosa; humid forests are listed in general as Fagus
rocks in the lower zone [9]. orientalis, Castane stiva, Carpinus betilus, Abies equi

Plant Community: Although a widespread floristic study It is possible to examine the general vegetation
has not been conducted in Mount Ida, many local and structure of the region under three main topics:
foreign researchers have carried out collection of plants.
As a result of the studies in the area, the ratio of Forest vegetation
Mediterranean element plants that form the flora to the Bush vegetation
total flora is found as 24%, while Euro-Siberian elements High mountain steppe [24].
and Irano-Turanian origin ones are 17.6% and 1.3%,
respectively (Private, 1999). It is determined that 200 of the Forest Formations: 62.59% (1519.97km ) of the study area
plants forming the flora of the mountain have ethno is forest land. 52.16% and 47.84% of the total forest land
botanical characteristics [20].

Split of the mountain mass by the streams and rivers

(Mediterranean vegetation: together with the forests of

trojani, Quercus frainetto, Quercus petraea [10].

2

are  located  in  the  north   and  south basin, respectively.
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While 67.21% of the northern basin is forest, 58.23% of Black pine (Pinus nigra) - oak (Quercus) forests: It is
southern is forest land. The reason of larger forest land in possible to see different oak types in various black
the north is more destruction of forests in the south to pine areas of Mount Ida and different mixture ratios
open up space for olives and settlement. The ratio of [10].
forest land increases depending on the decrease in
anthropogenic impact as it gets higher. Forest land rapidly Shrub Vegetation: The shrub vegetation that is supposed
decreases after 1500m since climate and soil to exist in the south part of the research area has been
characteristics are not suitable for plant life.  There  are significantly destroyed because of factors such as over-
three different types of forest vegetation, as coniferous settlement and opening farm fields [24]. In less destroyed
forest, leafy forest and mixed forest, in the study area [10]. areas, it is spread at 200-300 m, while in calabrian and

Coniferous Forests: In the coniferous forest area, main bushes are as follows: myrtle (myrtus communis), daphnia
tree species spreading are calabrian pine (Pinus brutia), (laurus   nobilis),   anagyris   (Anagyris   foetida);  rose
black pine (Pinus nigra), Mount Ida Fir (Abies equi bay in stream beds (Nerium olerander),  Judas  tree
trojani), tall juniper (Juniperus excelsa) that can be seen (Cerci,s siliquastrum), pistacia (Distacia lentiscus),
only in a narrow area in the south-west of the region, terebinth  (Pistacia   terebinthus),  prickly  burnet
stone pine (Pinus pinea) that can be seen in a narrow area (Poterium spinosum), blackthorn (paliurus spina-christa),
in the south-east. In coniferous forest, the most phllyrea (Phillyrea media), styrax (Sytrax officinalis), pink
widespread type is black pine forest followed by calabrian rock-rose (Cistus Creticus), broom (spatiumjunceum),
pine, fir, stone pine and juniper respectively. 21.37% sumac (Rhus aria), Oysris alba, Humulus lupulus,
(519km ) of the total area is black pine and 8.30% (444km ) Juniperus oxycedrus, Arbutus andrachne, Arbutus uneda,2 2

is calabrian pine [10]. Calabrian pines are the indicator Erica arborea, Quercus coccifera [10]. Shrub vegetation
trees representing the lower zone [9]. covers large areas mainly in Ayvac k in the west and

Broadleaf  Forests:   Main   types   spreading in
broadleaf forest area are beech, chestnut and oak. Beech High Mountain Steppe: In the areas over 1600 meters,
(Fagu orientalis) covers an area of 8.48km . Mostly oak is there are black pines as  a  single  tree  and  mostly in2

mixed with black pine and chestnut, however, especially bush form. In the  upper  limit  of  this  section  that
in Gürgen Mountain it forms pure communities. Chestnut reaches 1700 meters, ordinary juniper population is
(Castanea sativa) is seen between 500-1000 meters. It is located. Moreover, after 1600m there are woodruff
widespread in north slopes. Oaks (Quercus) are (Asperula  sintenesti), milk-vetch (Astragalus idae), thyme
developed in north slopes where calabrian pines and (Thymus pulvinatus), silene bolanthoides, hypericum
black pines are destroyed [10]. kazdaphensis, galium trojanum which can be seen in rocky

Mixed Forests: One of the most important characteristics change in geographical characteristics over short
of Mount Ida is formation of mixed forests by distances [10].
Mediterranean and Black Sea originated types. It is
possible to see the following; Water Resources: Southwest wind from Mediterranean

Black pine (Pinus nigra) – calabrian pine (Pinus why the locality is a kind of water tank. Havran creek,
brutia) forests: This combination reaches from 250m Edremit creek, Zeytinli creek, K z lkeçili creek, Manast r
to 700m in the north and from 350m to 1100m in the brook, ahin brook and M hl  brook flow into Gulf of
south. Edremit. Gönen creek (Aisopos water of Homer) is the
Black pine (pinus nigra) – Fir (abies) forests: most eastern one of the three waters starting to flow from
Widespread at 1000m in the north and average 1350m Yenice, the northern slopes of Mount Ida; it pours into
in the south. Gulf of Erdek. The other is Kocabaº (Granikos) creek
Black pine (pinus nigra) - Chestnut (Castanea sativa): which is more to the west (Alexander the Great had his
They are present as groups in many areas, but areas first battle against Persians by the coast of this stream).
where they are dominant are very limited. They start This stream flows and reaches the sea from Karabiga
at 360m in the north and 600m in the south and reach (Priyapos). Karamenderes (Skamandros) stream, which is
up to 1300m. in  the  west  end  and  passes  from  Bayramiç   and  Ezine,

black pine areas reach up to 1000 m. The most common

Bayramiç in the northwest [24].

areas. The main reason of this diversity and richness is

and Aegean Sea always brings rain to Mount  Ida. That is
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passes near Troia and Sigeum (Kumtepe) and reaches the until now. Wolf from canine  is  rarely  encountered.
see from the point where Dardanelles opens to Aegean Hyena of canine is called “and k” in the locality.
Sea. Occasionally, news on this animal is heard but they could

Mount Ida is also very rich in terms of ground waters not be documented [9].
(P narba , Suba  and Evciler) and hot (thermal) waters
(Güre, Bostanc , Küçükçetmi, Külcüler, Tuzla, H d rlar, In terms of GEKYA (In Situ Conservation of Genetic
etc.). Resources Project) Area: Kaz Da lar  (Mount Ida):

Surface and underground water resources, according Vegetation of Mount Ida has an important place for the
to the Anatolian poet Homer, are Mount Ida “with whole world. 906 plant taxa, out of which 43 are endemic
thousands of springs, many springs, lots of animals and and 78 are rare, that belong to 101 families live in the
plants”. During the last fifteen years, within the Mount Ida. Unfortunately, 11 of these species globally, 31
boundaries of our city, many ponds, reservoirs and dams on Europe scale and 34 on national scale are threatened.
are being established for the purposes of drinking and In fact, an area of 32,370 acres in Mount Ida has been
irrigation [25]. protected in the scope of GEKYA supported by the World

Fauna: A part of Mount Ida’s ecosystem  is  the  fauna accepted as an important plant area (ÖBA) by Union of
and contributes to the functioning of the ecosystem. European Crop [26].
Mount Ida has a very reach invertebrate fauna. As a
visual richness, insects and butterflies come in the first National Park: Mount Ida: National Park scientifically and
place. Systematic studies on the fauna of Mount Ida are aesthetically refers to the parts of nature that have
not at a sufficient level. Studies on invertebrates are very protection, recreation and tourisms areas with nationally
limited. The most common members of the vertebrate and internationally rare natural and cultural resource
fauna of Mount Ida are fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds values. Mount Ida National Park is located in the
and mammals. Various fish species live in the rivers of transition zone of Marmara and Aegean Regions and
mountainside ecosystem. But the most outstanding one within the boundaries of Bal kesir City. It was announced
is the large spotted trout (Salmo trutta macrostigma) living in 1994. The surface are is 20.935 hectares. Kaz Da lar ,
in cold waters. The most significant ones of the known as Mount Ida in ancient times, is the highest
amphibians are the species of fogs  and  salamanders. mountain of Biga Peninsula. Endemic tree species Fir of
They are animals that generally live in water and from time Mount Ida being in the first place, the national park with
to time near water. There are various species of snakes a rich plant cover also varies by mammals, birds and
and lizards. Raptors and  songbirds  are  very  common  in reptiles. In the south-north direction of the mountain,
the area. Mount Ida is on the migration route of birds. deep canyons and valleys carry the effects of sea towards
Blackbird (Turdur merula), wood pigeon (Kolumba inland. The national park is flooded with visitors
palumbus), graylag geese (Anser anser), red-legged especially during spring and summer
partridge (Alectoris graeca), swan (Cygnus cygnus) and (www.milliparklar.gov.tr). By the Ministry of Water Affairs
eagle (Hieraetus pennatus) are the main species seen in and Forestry, as called today, when establishing the
the area. As the mammals are generally large animals, National Park of Mount Ida, it is aimed to protect the
people are mostly interested in them. Information on these geomorphologic characteristics of the area which is a
is mostly taken from the local people. Mammals, such as natural treasure, ensure the continuity of the rich flora and
grizzly bears, wolves, jackals, wild boar, roe deer, foxes, fauna created by different climate conditions, which are
hedgehogs, badgers and squirrels  live  in  Mount  Ida. introduced by the deep valleys and canyons splitting the
Red fox (Vulpes vulpes) is a mammal that is seen more mountain mass extending from east to west in north-south
frequently. The largest mammal living in Mount Ida is direction, investigate and transfer to future generations
grizzly bear (Ursus arctos). Grizzly bear is in natural [27].
distribution area in this ecosystem. Grizzly bears, which Following are the effective characteristics for
are anticipated to be around 100, are taken under declaring a part of Mount Ida as a National Park:
protection. Although there are some rumors on existence
of lynx (Lynx lynx) of feline, it has not been photographed Group 1: Endemic species of Mount Ida

Bank. Due to these characteristics, Mount Ida has been
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Some species grow only in Mount Ida  on  earth. state-owned. Ownership of state forests is inalienable.
Damage or disappearance of their population in these According to the state forests law, 209 is managed and
areas shall mean this species will vanish off the face of operated by the state. These forests cannot be possessed
earth. The species in this group must be protected by lapse of time and subject to easement for purposes
extremely carefully. other than public interest.

Group 2: Endemic species of Turkey growing in Mount cannot be permitted. Political propaganda leading
Ida destruction of forests cannot be made, exclusively on

Some species grow only in Turkey on earth. One of forest crimes general and special amnesty cannot be
the regions that they grow in  Turkey  is Mount  Ida. granted. Crimes that are committed to burn, destroy or
These species are not much in number and Mount Ida has narrow forests cannot be taken under the scope of general
an important role in this regard. and special amnesty." In this sense, not only Mount Ida

Group 3: Non-endemic species that grow only in Mount protected sufficiently at the desired level under the
Ida in Turkey General Directorate of Forestry. On this issue [29], it has

The importance of non-endemic species, in other been emphasized that one of the regions that
words species that also spread out of Turkey, is Mount demonstrates change trend more is forest areas and this
Ida being the only spreading area of these species. change is unfavorable.

The benefits of the national park established in Reviewing the literature, deficiencies in the
Mount Ida for protection of the ecosystem is very implementation of this law related to forest lands in
important but it is a fact that local people react because Mount Ida can be observed. The parts of the ecosystem
their traditional means of livelihood have been reduced of Mount Ida outside the National Park and other
[26]. In addition, as a result of intensive use demands of protected area suffer very much from faulty operations,
the national park within the scope of ecotourism, adverse mine search, unconsciously established in-forest roads,
influence on the local culture, vehicle traffic and uncontrolled motor vehicle traffic, illegal hunting, fires,
accommodation demands, negative environmental effects illegal tree cutting and unplanned structuring [9].
occurred [27]. Given the above considerations, the problems that

Although Mount Ida, which is located in the Mount Ida is facing are not limited to these. When these
boundaries of provinces of Bal kesir and Çanakkale, is a are examined, first the archaeological and historical
whole from the endemic, geological, cultural, mythological background of the region made it become the center of
and archaeological perspective, only 30% of the attraction. So much so that, according to the findings in
mountains located in the south of Bal kesir is a national the research of [30], data from Neolithic, Chalcolithic and
park. In the north, 70% mostly within the borders of Bronze Ages were obtained and it was determined that
Çanakkale is not a national park [25]. It is a contradiction forest lands were destroyed due to illegal excavation.
that a small part of Mount Ida is a national part and the Thermal power plant built in the north of Mount Ida
rest is in the hands of Forest  Management  Offices. is a topic of discussion because of negative impact
Mount Ida, within the boundaries of Regional Forestry possibilities as the direction of prevailing wind in the area
Directorates of Bal kesir and Çanakkale are at the disposal is north-east. In the study conducted by [31] on this
of the state like all of the forests in Turkey and managed issue, in 21 monitoring areas of Mount Ida between 2002
by the General Directorate of Forestry based on and 2009, changes in vegetation that may be significant
sustainability principle [28]. In article 169 related to have been recorded. However, it has been indicated that
"Protection and Development of Forests ", the importance no meaningful change related to closeness or distance of
of forests has been emphasized with the following words: the thermal power plant started operations on March 18,
“The state  legislates   and   takes  measures  necessary 2004 had been found. In another similar study [32], it was
for protection of forests and expansion of their  areas. reported that risks of environmental problems caused by
New forests shall be grown to replace the burnt ones; any thermal power plants always exist. It has been identified
other kind of agriculture and animal husbandry are in the observations that drinking waters in the close
prohibited in these areas. Supervision of all forests is ponds are contaminated, living spaces of some freshwater

Any activity or action that may harm the forests

but all forest assets of Turkey do not seem to be
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fish are narrowed and some species are harmed. Çanakkale Municipality are among the published news
According to this, during the field work, it was observed [35]. It seems that the elapsing time did not return as a
that Rhododendron luteum, which grows on the currently gain, on the contrary, health of 130 thousand people
dried up Ci er lake around Sö ütalan  Village in May, living in the forest village of Mount Ida and 1.5 million
likes very acidic soil and used to deacidify in some people residing in the region are threatened [36].
scientific studies, a type of Bryophyta (Sphagnum sp.),
which   grows fast   because   it   likes  sun and very Mount Ida which could not be a Special Environmental
acidic or low acid soil, endangered royal osmund Protection Area: Taking serious protection measures for
(Osmunda regalis), which also likes very acidic soils [6] Mount Ida has become a very important issue. In this
were rapidly reproducing. Not limited to Sö ütalan , sense, as a concept used for regions worth to protect in
similar species have been encountered in the stream beds all aspects, special Environmental Protection Area
and around the ponds with small pools of water. That is emerges. Article 9 of the Environment Law, where
to say, it is an indication of acid contamination of soil [32]. Environmental Conservation and Special Environmental
Therefore, it shows a little bit of the dangers faced by Protection Areas that have been amended by article 4 of
Mount Ida and surroundings. Law no. 3416 dated March 3, 1988 are discussed, is as

Another major hazard is trying to convert Mount Ida follows:
into a mining region. Because there are mining operations "Protection areas identified in accordance with the
in more than 290 different points in the area. According to decision of land use in rural and urban areas and
the explanation of [33], the mine search and extraction protection and use principles of the same are determined
activities leading destruction of the environment will also by regulation. Within the framework of these principles
poison surrounding in the long run. Agricultural land will set forth, it is forbidden to imbalance the fundamental
not be able to be processed, agricultural and livestock ecological systems of the country, endanger animal and
production values will be decreased. Water resources will plant species and destroy integrity of natural richness as
both run out and be contaminated. Connected to this a result of excessive and improper use and introduction of
destruction, the ecosystem changes. Again, according to all kinds of trash and waste from abroad. For the purpose
[34], due to possible formation of dust and gas emissions of making the necessary arrangements to secure areas,
during the activities the air quality of the area is changing. which have ecological importance in the country and
Noise caused by the facilities and construction equipment world scale and sensitive to environmental pollution and
used during mining activities have negative impact on degradation and transfer of natural beauties to future
local people and animal population. Therefore, in the generations, 213 Council of Ministers has the authority to
ecosystem of Mount Ida partially gold prospecting and determine and declare "Special Environmental Protection
mining, thermal power plant, cement production plants Area " and define which Ministry shall prepare and
and scrap metal operations are carried out and it is desired execute the protection and use principles, plans and
to make even more effective investments in these sectors projects to be applied in these areas. Special
[12]. Although necessary measures for these businesses Environmental Protection Institute was established with
are taken, it is obvious that there will be serious losses in the Decree No. 383, dated October 19, 1989". For taking
such an important area. necessary measures to resolve current environmental

Consequently, prevention of destruction of nature problems and protecting environmental values of the
cannot be stopped. When the entire area is taken under declared and to be declared “Private Environmental
the scope of national parks, conveniences for mining Protection Area” discussed in the above article with the
activities shall be eliminated. Permits of Ministry of Decree No. 444, dated August 9, 1991, to determine
Environment shall be required for mineral exploration in protection and use principles of such areas, prepare their
Mount Ida and for mining operations permit of the development plans, to revise all scales of existing plans
Council of Ministers will be necessary. While non- and plan decisions and approve ex-officio, with the
governmental organizations, local governments and local establishment of Directorate of Special Environmental
people are taking steps in this direction, application of Institution reporting to Ministry of Environment and
Çanakkale Governorate to relevant authorities for making having legal entity, organization, roles and responsibilities
the entire area a national park and similar efforts of of this institution is regulated.
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In this context, when areas declared or to be declared plants and animals it embodies, it hosts historical, cultural
as "Special Environmental Protection Area" are compared areas and mythological sources, it is an area where the
to “National Park areas”, it is obvious that they offer more most quality fruits and vegetables of the world grow, an
permanent solutions in terms of environmentalism important meat and milk production center and a favorite
because mining works can be done even in the National place of quality olives and olive oil production.
Park area of Mount Ida.

It is not understandable that Mount Ida is not taken DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
under the scope of “Special Environmental Protection
Area”. In fact, when compared to the Special  In this study, serious works of scientists and people
Environmental Protection Area of Gökova, reasons for with different backgrounds, who came together to work
inclusion of Gökova in the scope of special environmental for Mount Ida for integration of biological and socio-
protection area was indicated by Ministry of Water cultural values affecting it with management plans, were
Affairs and Forestry as follows: Gökova is an area having examined. Some conclusions thought to be important were
ecological importance with its rich flora and fauna and reached by also basing on the field observation analysis.
demonstrates vegetation characteristics of Aegean and Versatile studies on Mount Ida show the diversity of
Mediterranean Regions together. In addition to maquis the elements forming and affecting the ecosystem of the
formation, olive groves are significant. Moreover, mountain. Having unique vegetation, Mount Ida also
calabrian pine (Pinus brutia) and oriental sweetgum shelters a large number of animal species. Wild cats,
forests (Liquidambar orientalis) are a great value. This is otters, bears, deer, squirrels, hedgehogs, rabbits, martens,
followed by coniferous trees, such as black pines, pine badger, fox, wild boar, eagle, falcon, hawk, goshawk,
nuts, cedar and juniper; leaved trees like oak. Also, there partridge, woodcock and fish species such as trout and
are trees and shrubs such as sandalwood, heather, carp in the rivers are existing in Mount Ida. 337 forest
phllyrea, daphnia, hackberry and carob in patches. villages with 24 municipalities and around 125 thousand

The region is very rich in fauna. Bird species found residences are located in Mount Ida. Olive cultivation and
almost every part of the area are turtle dove, quail, wood tourism are the main sources of livelihood. Numerous
partridge, cormorants, herons, nightjar, swallows, studies have been conducted on rich natural and human
woodpeckers, starlings, blackbirds, reed bunting, crow, assets of Mount Ida [38; 13; 9; 10; etc.].
kite, partridge, wild duck, wild goose, mountain sparrow, Mount Ida has a quite delicate ecosystem balance.
eagle, falcon, hawks and owls. Nevertheless, it is one of the unique vegetation areas

A part of Mu la, excluding Fethiye and K n k, is a largely preserving naturalness in Turkey.
region known as Caria in ancient times. The known Geomorphologic, climate and water characteristics are
history of Caria begins with the settlement of Ionians in important on this. The region receives enough rain and
the region. Dorians, who settled in both ends of  Gulf  of rich in terms of groundwater. Geomorphology changes
Gökova, established Knidos and Halicarnassus (Bodrum). over short distances  and  extension  of  mountains in
City of Mu la used to be a part of Seljuk Empire in the 12 east-west direction and emergence of exposureth

century, Menteshe Emirate in the 15  century and differences between north-east slopes have broughtth

Ottoman Empire in the 16  century. variation to the natural environment. As a result of this,th

The coasts are rich in marine fauna. All of the species different ecosystems formed in the north and south
of fish and other marine products (octopus, lobster, slopes of the Mountain. Although protection of National
karabides) existing in the region are present in local Park area provided sustainability of the process of the
waters. Moreover, it has been determined that Lutra lutra ecosystem in the region, only protection of 20.935 ha of
(Otter) lives on the shores of Gökova and the northern Mount Ida as National Park and excluding the rest is
areas are inhabited by dolphins [37]. inexplicable as it causes division, fragmentation and

When factors given above for Gökova are taken into change of ecosystems.
consideration and compared to the richness of Mount Ida, Outside the National Park, there are more than 209
Mount Ida not being covered by the scope of Special mining, mainly gold, facilities that may affect Mount Ida.
Environmental Protection Area is quite thought- Besides, rapid increase in mining industry may in the
provoking. Because the deserved value  of  Mount  Ida is future lead Mount Ida to be known  as  a  sole  mining
much more than that, since it is an important gene center area. If the current mining operations continue in
with the existence of an important number of endemic traditional  methods,  damage to the natural environment
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will gradually increase. About this, [40] stated  that if 6. Talat Koc, 2001. Kuzeybat  Anadolu’da klim ve
mining works are executed with modern methods, the Ortam:Sinoptik, statistik ve Uygulama Boyutlar yla.
concerns will be diminished. If Mount Ida of the future is Çantay Kitabevi, ISBN: 975-7206-48-2 
referred to its mines rather than its unique ecosystem and 7. Talat Koç, 2006. Kaz Da ; Tan m , Alg lanmas  ve
gene sources, this can hardly be accounted for before the Sosyal Yap ya Etkileri. Kaz Da lar  II. Ulusal
new generations. Therefore, Mount Ida should not be an Sempozyumu Bildiri Kitab , 22-24 Haziran 2006, 29-39,
example of humans unbalancing the natural environment Çanakkale.
and prioritizing their requirements. 8. Asaf Koçman and Di erleri, 2007. Kaz Da  ve

Thermal energy production facilities are also available Çevresinin Jeomorfolojisi ve klim Özellikleri. Tüb tak,
in the area. In this field, not only production levels in Yedeba , Proje No: 1044046 
economic terms should be the concern, but the real needs 9. sa Cürebal, Recep Efe, Abdullah Soykan,ve
(fresh air, drinkable water, arable land) should also be Süleyman SÖNMEZ, 2012, Kazda lar  Ekosistemi ve
focused. Because humans do not consider fresh air or Ekolojisi,Kazda lar  Ulusal Çal tay , Bildiriler Kitab ,
product obtainable lands as capitals. Once this capital is s.93-110, 2-3 Haziran 2012, Güre - Edremit
consumed unconsciously, it will be irrevocably consumed 10. Talat Koç and Engin Kesmen, 2011. Effect of
forever. Sensitivity of this issue was stated by 41, 34, 42, topography on the coming to surface collaps of sun
43, 44 and 32 in Kaz Da lar  Ulusal Çal tay  (Mount Ida energy in the Kaz Mountain Co raf  B l mler Derg s
National Workshop) (2012). CBD, 9(1): 101-115.

As local employment seems to be increasing, it 11. Recep Efe, Abdullah Soykan, sa Cürebal and
becomes more difficult to stop faulty practices in this area. Süleyman Sönmez, 2011. klim artlar n n Edremit
It is not enough to protect such an important area by Yöresi’nde zeytinin Yeti mesindeki Rolü. Uluslar
making part of it a national park or including in forest area aras  Kazda lar  ve Edremit Sempozyumu Bildiri
territory. Not handling Mount Ida with an emphasis on its Kitab . Edremit Belediyesi Kültür Yay nlar  No:6
natural assets may lead ignorance of many factors related Bas m Yeri: Meta Bas m, zmir, Türkiye.
to this region. Although this region has been shaped with 12. M. Do an Kantarc , 1997, Biga Yar madas ndaki
the impact of natural elements, it is in a very serious Ekolojik Faktörler ile A aç Türlerinin Yay l
interaction with human factors. Therefore, Mount Ida has Aras ndaki li kileri, Yerle im ve Çevre Sorunlar
to handled and protected in all aspects. In this context, it Çanakkale li  9-13  Eylül 1996 Çanakkale,
is deemed essential to take Mount Ida under the scope of (yay nlayan: Filibeli, A.) zmir Dokuz Eylül
Special Environmental Protection Area. Otherwise, there Üniversitesi Mühendislik Mimarl k Fakültesi
will only be structures about humans and various Bas mevi,(28) zmir.
problems to be inherited to the new generations. 13. brahim   Atalay,      2012.     Kazda lar    ve
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